INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

“MIGRATION, MIGRATION FLOWS PREDICTION MODELS AND MIGRATION POLICY: TRENDS, SOCIO-POLITICAL CHALLENGES AND POLICY SCENARIOS” (virtual Workshop)

Monday, April 8, 2024. 9:30-19:00

https://zoom.us/j/8222177640?pwd=cUk5M3MydFVzcGJibHI3NU5aeEZaZz09
(Passcode: 208622)

Scientific Committee: Prof. Nikos Papadakis (University of Crete), Prof. Michael Taroudakis (University of Crete), Dr. Georgia Dimari (University of Crete), Dr. Costas Smaragdakis (University of the Aegean)

The Workshop is part of the PreMoMiGr (Managing Migration in Greece: Construction of a Start-Up Pilot Prediction Model for Migration Flows and Development of Policy Scenarios for the Greek Migration Policy) Research Project, cordially funded by the Special Account for Research Funds (ELKE) of the University of Crete (Research Grant 11209).